
1The Antiphysial ReviewFounded and Edited by M. Apostol 186 (2012)ISSN 1453-4436Classial and Semi-Classial Interation of Matter with the Eletromagneti FieldProjet 2011M. ApostolDepartment of Theoretial Physis, Institute of Atomi Physis,Magurele-Buharest MG-6, POBox MG-35, Romaniaemail: apoma�theory.nipne.roSummary: The projet addresses the motion of the matter polarization within the lassial andsemi-lassial theories of matter interating with the eletromagneti �eld. The main emphasisis put on the development of the original Eletromagneti Theory in Matter formulated reentlyby the author and oworkers[1℄ for �nite-size bodies with partiular geometries, near-�eld andsub-wavelength regime, surfae and magneti-�eld e�ets, osillations of the depolarizing �eld,generalized Rabi osillations, spin and nulear quadrupole motion. The semi-lassial formulationenvisages the alulation of the level shift and natural width of the spetral lines, the role of thevauum �utuations, the dynamis of the reation �elds and even the merits and limits of the�stohasti eletrodynamis�. The projet hopes to get an advaned knowledge in basi thingslike the role of the quantum �utuations, the inherent statistial nature of the basi proessesand, generally, to the limits of validity of the semi-lassial approahes. Spei� omputations of�elds, polarizations, fores and resonanes will be arried out in this ontext, with relevane fornew, promising areas of researh as nanoplasmonis, metamaterials, metamoleules or terahertzradiation.Sienti� ontext and motivation. There is muh interest nowadays in nanoplasmonis, meta-moleules and metamaterials. The well-known ponderomotive fores or fores arising from ele-tromagneti �utuations (van der Waals-London, Casimir fores) are relevant for a wide rangeof appliations from surfae and plasma physis[2℄ to moleular liquids[3℄ to geodynami andauroral plasmas[4℄. The momentum transfer between light and matter is urrently exploited inatom ooling[5℄ and optial tweezers.[6℄ On the other side, light on�nement in nanostrutures iswell known[7℄ as well as loalized dipolar exitations in nanostrutured surfaes.[8℄ Strong eletrifores have been reported to at upon a small, neutral partile in a waveguide, as a onsequene ofthe indued polarization.[9℄ Multiple plasmoni exitations an generate attrative fores betweennanopartiles.[10℄ Fores generated by the plasmoni radiation have also been reported.[11℄All these very interesting results are new and very promising. Photoni iruits are envisaged,whih onentrate and hannel light, single adsorbed atoms are urrently identi�ed by surfaeenhaned Raman spetrosopy, speial di�ration e�ets are pursued, as produed by orru-gated surfaes. �A revolution in optial manipulation� seems to be expeted,[12℄ with manyunknown impliations. On the other side the terahertz spetrosopy, radars and sensors aremaking progress.[13℄ As it is well known, this is a �eld of the purely lassial, general physis,spei�ally eletromagnetism. Suh tehniques are able to image targets with an amazing l/100resolution. In this ontext also, super-dense optial insription in solid-state materials impliesapparently a subwavelength eletromagneti regime.



2 The Antiphysial ReviewThe open problems in all these researh areas onsist in the lak of advaned knowledge of theorigin, magnitude and full haraterization of the eletromagneti �elds generated by matter andtheir e�ets on matter. In all these problems a onvenient desription is missing of the behaviour ofthe eletromagneti phenomena in the sub-wavelength regime (or near-�eld regime). The new as-pets this line of researh an bring are related fundamentally to matter polarization, semi-lassialtreatment of matter interating with radiation and oherent behaviour of the eletromagneti �eldinterating with matter. The author of the present projet believes that suh problems an betreated, with interesting results, by resorting to a detailed desription of matter polarization, for�nite-size polarizable bodies with spei� geometries, in the ontext of lassial and semi-lassialeletromagnetism, where oherene an be relevant. The new, main onepts the projet suggestsfor these problems are therefore the dynamis of the matter polarization, inluding �nite-size andsurfae e�ets, semi-lassial approahes and oherene. On the other hand, suh an approahmay shed a ertain light upon other interesting, more fundamental, questions, as the eletromag-neti bakward reation of the eletromagneti �eld upon harges and urrents, the spontaneousemission, level shifts and natural width of the spetral lines, vauum polarization and �utuations,ultimately the relation between lassial physis and quantum mehanis and quantum eletro-magneti �eld. In a sense, the present projet attempts to renew onnetion, in the new, modernontext, with lassial landmark investigations of the superradiane,[14℄ semi-lassial spontaneousemission[15℄ or lassial vauum-�utuations e�ets.[16℄Apart from the wide, topial interest, the motivation for the present projet stems from thereent researh of the author and oworkers on related poblems. For instane, a new method hasbeen introdued for treating the propagation of the eletromagneti �eld in matter, based on theintegral Kirhho� solutions of Maxwell equations and various models of matter polarization.[1℄The method led to the full desription of the surfae plasmons and polaritons in a half-spae, aslab, a ylinder[17, 18℄ or a sphere,[19℄ as well as to a new derivation of the Casimir and van derWaals fores.[20℄ In a slightly di�erent ontext, this researh led us to formulate the onept ofpulsed polariton aelerated by laser beams, with a omplete haraterization of its energy andtransported harge. Advantage has been taken of the existene of the aelerated pulsed polaritonto get oherent X- or gamma rays by Compton (Thomson) baksatering, leading thus to theproposal of a new onept of gamma ray laser.[21℄ On the other hand, the exat solution of thequasi-lassial (oherent) interation of the eletromagneti �eld with polarizable two-level matterled us to larify long-standing imperfetions in the lassial (semi-lassial) theory of the laser,and to give arguments against the usual nulear onept of the gamma laser.[22℄ Based on thesame tehnique, suitably extended and adapted, the eletron-positron pairs reated from vauumhas been given a new, for the �rst time omplete, solution.[23℄Objetives. The projet's objetives are: 1) re�ne and generalize as muh as possible the originalEletromagneti Theory in Matter formulated by the author and oworkers;[1℄ 2) investigation ofthe semi-lassial and oherene aspets of the radiation interating with matter; 3) quantum-semilassial relation, assessment of limits.The importane of objetive #1 onsists in the pratial strength any good, omplete and powerfultheory gives. �Nothing is more pratial than a good theory� (Lenin). Making use of suha general and powerful approah we an treat many partiular problems onerning, �rst, thematter polarization for �nite-size bodies with partiular geometries. Based on this methodologywe an ompute the eletromagneti �elds, espeialy in the subwavelength regime we are moreinterested in, their e�ets on matter, and hope to give a more omplete haraterization of thesee�ets. In partiular, we are interested in generalizing momenta osillations whih exhibit �Rabifrequenies� to variable and non-uniform �elds. It is true that suh a generalization implies moresophistiated mathematial tehniques (in partiular oupled integral equations, in ontrast with



The Antiphysial Review 3the usual tehniques of di�erential equations in eletromagnetism), but, one solved, we may thenenjoy new, relevant and reliable results. The main point of this objetive is polarization motion invarious ontexts, inluding near �eld, retardation, surfae e�ets, the e�et of the magneti �eld,the motion of the depolarizing �elds, spin and nulear quadrupole motion.The importane of objetive #2 resides in evaluating the new semi-lassial and oherene featuresbrought into the theory of matter interating with radiation. The aim here is to ompute foresof eletromagneti origin ating in the subwavelength regime both on mirosopi (mesosopi)and marosopi sale and ompare them with experimental results reported in nanoplasmonis,metamoleules, nanostrutures, or lassial plasmas generated by laser beams (if possible, auroralplasma will not be left aside). We are partiularly interested in their dependene on the distane,frequenies, temperature. The well known (often laimed) resonant harater of suh e�etswill be given a speial attention. We hope to substantiate this way the �revolution in optialmanipulation�, inluding light storage. We believe that the surfae plasmon-polariton modes areof prime importane in suh e�ets, and will fous our researh at this stage on this, little known,feature of the eletromagneti �elds in matter (see, e.g., Ref. [18℄).Objetive #3 addresses more fundamental questions, like spontaneous emission, level shift andnatural width of the spetral lines, the role of the vauum �utuations and even the merits andlimits of the �stohasti eletrodynamis� (see, for instane, Ref. [24℄). This objetive is a naturalonsequene and follow-up of the previous two objetives of the projet, as it aims at extendingthe semi-lassial approah to the border of the quantum limit. We hope to get an advanedknowledge in basi things like the role of quantum �utuations, the inherent statistial nature ofthe basi proesses and, generally, to the limits of validity of the semi-lassial approahes. Suha basi knowledge will give, on one hand, full reliability to the results and, on the other hand, willsugest new developments of the theoretial tools as well as experimental tests.Method and approah. The objetives of the projet will be approahed by the spei� re-searh methodology of the theoretial physis. This implies a doumentation phase, one or severalworking hypotheses, the testing of the hypotheses against the physial soundness of the problemand mathematial rigour, omparison with other known results, with experiments, et. This workis usually arried out in disussions, seminars and individual omputations, alulations. Theprojet's team will probably onsists of dr. LCC and dr. GV (sienti� researhers 3rd lassin the host Institute for Physis and Nulear Engineering, Magurele-Buharest), dr. MG (sien-ti� researher 1st lass in the Institute for Lasers, Plasmas and Radiation, Magurele-Buharest)and FDB (former sienti� researher 1st lass in the host Institute for Physis andd NulearEngineering, Magurele-Buharest), all former or urrent ollaborators of the projet's diretor.The working plan inludes the following milestones: 1) the projet's �rst year will be devoted tothe generalization of the original Eletromagneti Theory in Matter to polarization �elds in variousgeometries (as desribed in the Objetives above), in order to assess the possible various e�etsof the eletromagneti �elds ating upon material bodies (objetive #1). Speial attention will begiven at this stage to the surfae plasmon-polaritons. The main task will be arried out by theprojet's diretor, aided by the �rst two partiipants (LCC, GV). The generalized Rabi frequenieswill be treated mainly by the projet's diretor. MG and FDB will take part in assessing thephysial onsisteny of the theoretial results espeially in omparison with experiments; 2) theseond year of the projet will be devoted to spei� omputation of fores in the subwavelengthregime. Speial attention will be given to the new aspets the semi-lassial treatments and theoherene may bring upon suh phenomena (objetive #2). The spei� tasks will be arried outin the same formula as for the milestone #1. A partiular test of the approah will be given at thisstage by reformulating the equation of motion for the nulear magneti resonane (as well as forthe nulear quadrupole resonane), where an inreasing need is felt for a rigorous evaluation of the



4 The Antiphysial Reviewlimits of the semi-lassial approah. This task will be arried out by the projet's diretor; 3) thethird year of the projet will be devoted to investigating fundamental aspets of the semi-lassialapproahes (objetive #3). Conomitantly, new aspets of the researh arried out in the previoustwo years of the projet may appear, unknown at the moment of writing up the projet; they willbe takled in the third year of the projet. This stage is also devoted to the synthesis of theresults. The main task here will be arried out by the projet's diretor. The projet's diretorwill be ommited 36 man-months, LCC and GV will be assigned 24 man-months eah, and MGand FDB only 18 man-months eah. Now and then, eletroni alulations or data manipulationmay be needed, so the projet assumes 4 (four) PCs/laptops (they will be needed starting withthe seond year of the projet). Some other details of the spei� problems to be investigated, orpartiular tehniques to be used, annot be fully given at this moment, before publiation of theresults. It is our plan that eah milestone will end up with at least one publiation. Partiipationto asual onferenes, seminars, workshops, et will be done, in order to diseminate the resultsin a high-quality manner. One or two dotoral or post-dotoral positions may be available in theourse of the projet.Impat, relevane, appliations. We will try to publish our results in most visible sienti�journals, aording to their sienti� merits. We will diseminate the results by publi seminars.The projet's diretor and MG have delivered along the whole year 2010 6 (six) General Seminarson the ampus Magurele (I. Eletron pulses aelerated by polaritoni laser beams, III. Gammalasers ontrolled by high-intensity external �leds, VI. Eletron-positron pairs reated from vauumby external �elds), under the generi title �Pulse and Impulse of ELI�, onerning the eletronaelerated by foused laser beams, their interation with matter, the related gamma ray laser andvauum polarization. All these Seminars were original, and their ontents have been publishedin 2010-2011 in 5 papers in international high-ranked ISI journals. One of those papers (M.Apostol and M. Ganiu, J. Appl. Phys. 109 013307 (2011), Ref. [21℄) has been highlightedby the journal's editors (see additional material). It is presumable that this series of Seminarshave had an impat on the sienti� ommuniy. We envisage a similar impat of the results ofthe present projet. The projet brings a new approah to the polarizable matter interatingwith the eletromagneti �eld, both at the oneptual and tehnial levels, amenable to spei�omputations. The results of these alulations are relevant both for the �hot� �eld of nowadaysplasmonis and optial manipulation and the range of radio or terahertz frequenies. While weexpet a distintive impat of our results to the former �eld of researh, the latter �eld mayenjoy new, valuable appliations. However, the most valuable gain of the Projet is probably thede�nite inrease of quali�ation and ompetenies of the projet's team in a new, promising areaof researh.Referenes[1℄ M. Apostol, Eletromagneti Theory in Matter, apoma, MG (2010).[2℄ A. A. Kyasov and G. V. Dedkov, Surf. Si. 463 11 (2000).[3℄ R. Chelli et al, J. Mol. Liquids 96-97 87 (2002).[4℄ I. O. Voronkov, Geophys. Res. Lett. 32 L131007 (2005).[5℄ H. J. Metalf and P. van der Straten, Laser ooling and Trapping, Springer NY (1999).[6℄ A. Ashkin, Pro. Natl. Ad. Si. USA 94 4853 (1997).
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